Addiction Choice or Disease
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Behavior, Environment, Genetics
Males start using drugs at an earlier age.

Males abuse drugs more often and in larger amounts and are 2-3 x more likely for dependence.

Males are more likely to engage in binge use.
Although males abuse drugs at an earlier age and more frequently than females, females tend to become addicted more quickly once they are introduced to drugs — a phenomenon known as “telescoping.”

Women tend to relapse at higher rates than men after going through rehab, and they tend to suffer from more serious consequences to their health, occupational status, relationships, and finances.
A Friend is someone who knows all about you and loves you anyway
at any age can lead to addiction, the earlier that drug use begins
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1 in 2 people will get an STD by age 25

Risk factors:
- Smoking
- Family history
- Obesity
- High blood pressure
- Diabetes
- Inactivity
- Poor diet

Heart diagrams:
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reward, motivation and memory.
When I was a kid they didn’t call it “Behavior Disorders they called it being a spoiled little brat.
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Don’t treat like a disease
The Ebola Virus

3D model of Ebola virus, the causative agent of a severe form of viral hemorrhagic fever in humans with a 50–90% fatality rate. The Ebola virion is 80 nm in diameter and up to 1400 nm long. It contains both virus-encoded proteins (maroon shades) and structures taken from the host cell (gray shades). The model is based on X-ray analysis, NMR spectroscopy, and general virology data published in the last two decades.

GP is a transmembrane fusion protein. It forms filaments on the virion surface and mediates virus attachment and entry to the host cell. [1]*

The viral membrane may contain human proteins, such as components of the histocompatibility complex or other surface receptors [2], which — in some cases — can increase the infectivity of the enveloped viruses. [1, 4]

VP40 and VP24 are Ebola major and minor matrix proteins. They form a layer beneath the membrane and are crucial for virus budding. [5, 6]

Ebola RNA is packed with the NP protein. Together, they make a nucleocapsid — a spiral structure in the very center of the virions. [7]

L stands for the large Ebola protein — the polymerase. It is responsible for the synthesis of positive sense virus RNA. [8]

VP35 and VP30 are minor Ebola proteins. They act as interferon antagonists and transcription activators. [9, 10]

The budding viral particle is wrapped in the lipid membrane taken from the host cell. [11]*

For more information and references visit www.visualsciencecompany.com/ebola

* This model contains accurate models of 11 types of Ebola and human proteins, 18,900 nucleotides of genomic RNA and more than 2.5 million lipid molecules.
Spontaneous Recovery
However, some people with severe addiction stop drinking or using drugs without treatment, usually after experiencing a serious family, social, occupational, physical, or spiritual crisis.
Only 4 cases in the USA 11 total from people transported in

Only 1 Fatality
Let's Make a Disease/Virus.
196 People a day
Yes it is a disease
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